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Gearing Up With CNC Grinding
By adding a CNC OD/ID grinder, this California gear manufacturer brought a lot of farmed-out work in
house, improved quality, slashed lead times—and saved money.
Article from: Modern Machine Shop, Leo Rakowski, Editor
Posted on: 12/15/2001
Gear Manufacturing, Inc., Anaheim, California, produces high quality gears for
aerospace, medical, oilfield, high-performance automotive and other applications. The
12-year-old firm specializes in precision ground gears, in relatively small quantities
(10 to 500 pieces). The company is all about grinding gears to exacting standards. "A
lot of gear manufacturers don't grind their gears," explains Gary Smith, president of
the firm. "We do."
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Mr. Smith started Gear Manufacturing with mostly manual equipment he purchased
from a gear manufacturing firm that was going out of business. He began replacing
some of the older equipment with CNC machines as opportunity allowed. However,
Gear Manufacturing still needed some key pieces of equipment.
In particular, the company lacked the production OD or ID grinders needed to grind
the turned and milled gear blanks to a precise size and finish. Mr. Smith overcame the
problem by farming out the OD and ID grinding work to several nearby grinding
sources. The arrangement satisfied the company's needs in the early going, and in fact
conformed with Mr. Smith's views about cultivating vendors as a resource. However,
as the company grew, it encountered some drawbacks with the arrangement.
"When we would farm out a part for multiple grinding operations, the vendor would
first grind the ODs of all the parts on one grinding machine, the faces of the parts on
another machine, and the IDs on still a third," Mr. Smith begins. "Having to farm out
the work stretched our typical 12- to 18-week delivery to as much as 20 to 24 weeks,
particularly when our vendors were busy. We couldn't do anything with the parts until
we got them back from the vendor, and when we got them back, invariably there was
some slight error—due mainly to the different operations performed on different
machines—that transferred into the gear."

"Some of our vendors would run our work on CNC grinders with high hourly rates, so
having the work done outside became expensive," says Brian Stout, operations
manager for the firm. "At one point, we were spending close to $250,000 per year on
outside grinding."
One day, the firm received an order for a job that required a type of OD grinding that
was beyond the capability of the firm's existing grinding sources. The part called for a
number of semicircular grooves to be ground in its OD using a form wheel that would
have to be dressed using a diamond wheel dresser. Instead of trying to find still
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another vendor that could handle the job, the firm decided to do the job in-house.
GMI was about to purchase its first CNC production grinder.
Mr. Smith thought long and hard about the type of grinder needed for the job and
decided on the Studer S30 CNC OD/ID grinder sold by United Grinding Technologies.
"We could have purchased just an ID machine or an OD machine, but we wanted a
more universal machine," he explains. "We wanted our first CNC grinder to be a
machine that could do it all—OD grinding, ID grinding and facing—in the same setup.
Where our grinding sources would typically perform the various grinding operations
one at a time, often on different machines, usually with some discrepancies, our new
OD/ID grinder can perform all of the grinding operations in a single setup. That
ensures that all the ODs, IDs and faces will be dead true and that we will get
consistent results with little or no error."
The Studer S30 CNC grinder (photo above, right) has a turret that rotates in a
horizontal plane to present two large OD wheels and a small high speed ID wheel to
the workpiece in turn. The sequence of photos shows a winch drum being ground on
its OD, faced, and ground on its ID in the same setup. The winch drum is the part
mentioned earlier that requires a series of semicircular grooves ground in its OD. The
grooves are ground using a formed wheel that must be dressed frequently.
After the grooves are formed in the gear, the turret indexes to present a double-angled
facing wheel to the front face of the gear. (The photo shows the blue facing wheel
indexed into position, with the OD wheel still visible in the background.) Although
both of the large wheels appear difficult to install, they are easily accessed from a
door at the side of the machine. Finally, the turret indexes again to present the high
speed ID wheel to the main bore. Before the ID grinding begins, the wheel is dressed
by the stationary single point diamond dresser visible in the foreground.
"Had we been able to farm out this job, our vendors would have performed the OD
operations on all of the parts, then the facing operations on all the parts, and finally
the ID operations. We could not have processed any of the parts until the vendor
finished all of them," Mr. Smith emphasizes. "With our OD/ID grinder, however, we
can grind some blanks complete the first day, and we can be thread grinding or gear
grinding them the next day. It enables us to have a job running simultaneously on two
or three machines at the same time, which reduces our lead times dramatically—in
some cases to as little as 4 to 6 weeks.
"Many of our orders involve relatively small quantities, which in turn require frequent
setups," Mr. Smith continues. "The OD/ID grinder's CNC control, with its dedicated
graphics-based programming software, enables us to program parts right at the
machine and to go from one job to the next without a lot of downtime."
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In fact, the firm is "geared" to small-lot production, which avoids a lot of work-inprocess, satisfies those customers with just-in-time delivery requirements, and keeps
inventory costs down. "We have some long-term orders involving thousands of
pieces," Mr. Smith adds. "We could run them all at once, but we prefer to make them
in smaller lots to avoid the inventory costs. We can set up our CNC machines for the next job so quickly and
easily that it is less expensive to set up for small lots than to carry the inventory costs for the whole run."

Before, minor grinding inaccuracies by vendors would result in inconsistencies in the finished gears. With the
OD/ID grinder, there are fewer inaccuracies because critical features are ground in one setup on one machine.
As a result, ground gears are more consistent part to part, and overall quality is improved. "We find ourselves
able to tighten up on all of our dimensions," Mr. Smith notes. "That's an important competitive advantage since
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it allows us to control certain features of our gears more tightly than other shops. For example, if the print calls
for a ±0.002-inch tolerance on a diameter, we might grind it to plus or minus two tenths (0.0002)."
Of course, for some jobs that level of precision is essential. As if to underscore the point, Mr. Smith points to a
print dimension that must be held to +0/-0.0001 inch. Measuring whether the dimension is within specs required
an understanding between Gear Manufacturing and its customer about the inspection procedure and even the
temperature at which to do it.

The OD/ID grinder also boosts the way that the firm looks to existing and potential customers. Mr. Smith reports
that visitors notice the newer CNC machines and that they come away with a positive impression of the
capabilities of the company. "In the last 3 or 4 months, several large companies have visited for the purpose of
surveying our capabilities, and they went away impressed," he notes with pride.
GMI is still committed to its strategy of farming out work to contract machine shops, but now the decisions are
made based on cost and convenience rather than necessity. "The OD/ID grinder was definitely a missing link,"
Mr. Stout sums up. "It gives us just about all the production grinding capability we needed. Now, when we send
work outside, it won't be because we don't have the in-house capability."

Another star at Gear Manufacturing, Inc. is this Tag 400 eight-axis CNC
gear grinder made by Gleason Corp. (Rochester, New York). When GMI
started in business in 1989, it bought up the equipment of a failed gear
maker and subsequently added four mechanical gear grinders. Recently,
orders for precision ground gears threatened to overwhelm GMI's four
grinders, and it looked around for ways to increase gear-grinding capacity.
While considering its options, GMI learned about the availability of the
slightly used Tag 400. The machine offered many more features than the
shop's older grinders, so the company decided to buy it instead of more of
GMI's Tag 400 CNC the older machines, even though it involved a substantially higher
investment. One of those features was programmable wheel dressing. The
eight-axis gear
grinder, originally shop's older gear grinders require a formed diamond-dressing wheel, which
can take 8 to 16 weeks to get. By contrast, the Tag 400 has a single-point
purchased to
diamond dresser that can be programmed to dress any formed grinding
supplement the
wheel. Single-point dressing takes longer than roll dressing, but its
firm's four older
gear grinder, tool convenience and economy usually outweigh the slightly longer dressing
over most of the time.
work from those GMI purchased the Tag 400 with the expectation that it would augment
machines. It
gear grinding on the older machines, but as its greater productivity and
currently handles 60 ease of use became apparent, the firm began scheduling jobs to run on it
to 70 percent of the instead of the older machines. The machine not only provided an increase
company's gear
in gear grinding capacity, but it quickly took over most of the work that
grinding.
would have run on the older machines. Today, 60 to 70 percent of all of
the company's gear grinding is done on the Gleason. The shop disposed of
one of the older gear grinders, and although it still has the other three, two
are frequently idle.
To optimize the productivity of the Tag 400, GMI also invested in a Nital
Etch system, an acid etch process that indicates when ground gears are
being burned in the grinding process. "When being ground, carburized
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material
A close-up
over 40shows
Rockwell C has a tendency to overheat," explains GMI's Gary Smith. "It tempers,
two helical spur
resulting in cracks and soft spots. Tempering is a concern for anyone who
gears mounted two does any type of grinding and must be caught early. If you see evidence of
at a time on a
burning on the part, it's too late—the part is fried. The acid etch process
fixture on the Tag warns of overheating early, to prevent damage to parts.
400.
"If you don't have an acid etch process in house, then you may have to
leave your machine idle for a day or two while your parts are checked on
the outside," Mr. Smith continues. "By having the Nital Etch process in house, we guard the
integrity of our ground gears. At the same time, it lets us know how fast we can go on our Tag 400.
It lets us know how aggressively we can grind without burning the parts. It's like having a
tachometer on a high-powered racing car."
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